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the best moment of the tour was the last one: england were still
keeping on well, but the windies were getting on top of them, and in

the fourth match of the series, after a day of utter frustration at
kensington, we got our final taste of exhilarating west indian cricket.
england were still 200 ahead, and going for the win, but the windies

were way ahead, inching towards 350. the windies needed a single to
win, and we got to watch as allan donald walked up to the stumps to
receive the bails. cricket fans who want a detailed account of lara's

career will find plenty in . kotick also includes comprehensive statistics
on the player's career, including batting and bowling averages, strike
rate and other useful statistics. a long-term season pass grants access

to all the game's official content--even the extras and things lara's been
doing in the off-season, like public appearances and charity work.

kotick has also included a career mode that lets you experience lara's
career from the stands as you develop him from a young, relatively

unproven player into a star. the 2007 world cup proved to be lara's final
hurrah in international cricket. he returned from his recovery with a

bang, scoring a match-winning century against bangladesh to lift the
trophy. he went on to score 311 runs from four innings in the

tournament, including a vital 145 in the final against new zealand. lara
did not feature in the 2009 world cup, but he played for the west indies

in the 2010 event. the 35-year-old's form dipped alarmingly, as he
managed only one century, but then returned to his best in 2011.
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This game will make you feel and hear the real feel of the cricket
playing field. There are 22 international venues in this game which also

include Lord's, The Oval, MCG, Harare, Hagley, Newlands, Raymond
Park, Durban, Eaglefields, Kingston, Takamaka, Cape Town, Port

Elizabeth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Dubai, Sharjah, Queenstown, Hamilton,
Hobart and Brisbane. It has also the feature of customisation that will
help you in controlling your own team. Hugely talented exponents of

the game like Wisden editor Ranjitsinhji Jadeja, Brian Lara, Wasim
Akram, Shoaib Akhtar, Shane Warne, Brett Lee, Warne have put their
stamp on the game, enhancing the cutting edge play in the batsman-

friendly nature of the game, which in turn, pushes the action back onto
the pitch. Each of the batsmen can be customized to your liking as per

your strokes, averaging, ease, ability. The bat makes a more impressive
sound when it makes contact with the ball as it has a different sound
when you make a drive through grass or over hard/dry surface. Up till
now, International Cricket was the most popular cricket game followed
by allrounder. There are many in-depth features of the game. There are
in-depth options and minigames. There are the different countries and
stadiums. There are the different types of bats (ODI and Test). There

are the different types of balls. Everything is loaded with 4D in it. So to
summarize it all in one word it would be a must have game for any

international lover of the game of cricket. Each and every thing is very
well made, from the operations to the in-depth aspects of the game.

You will have to play a hell lot to get used to the rules of the game. You
will also get used to the different wickets that will be laid in front of you
when you play the game. But once you get used to the movements on
the field you will not miss even a single ball on the field. 5ec8ef588b
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